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Evan Hartzell, Musics, 2014. Photograph. Evan Hartzell, Above Salt Water, 2014. Photograph.



Magic Sees the Overfall

the trees are falling;

help them all;

but now we see, 

that we will fall

Aristotle Hartzell 2013



Ethan Chasen, SF Bay, 2010. Photograph.



Ella

Ella
Always changing
Never amarrada to one “look”
As they say in Vanidades
Na
La unica
Siempre cambiando
Ella soy
Soy ella
Cruzando - Crossing
Callando - Quieting
Gritando - Yelling
Brincando - Jumping
Quebrada - Broken
Arreglada - Fixed

Laura Alvarez 2014
Laura Alvarez, Cayendo, 2014. Drawing.



Imaginary song

The pressure of shadows  

and who reads that

The pressure of branches

and what’s there now?

When’s that and who bothers? 

What he didn’t say 

blows the image in the trees

where he sits

carries no measure

For some of those are rich who are

fond of stumbling around, 

(verb) (verb)

(verb) which we teach

stumbling around,

which doesn’t fit

all that sudden

ground (noun) (noun)

(other noun)

Todd Baron 2014



Leah Chasen, Into the Next World, 2014. Photograph.



imagenes que van

silencio

lineal

monólogo

lineal

vuelan y van

Images that go forth

silence

linear

monologue

go forth and fly

Gloria Enedina Alvarez 2014



Ysidro Hartzell, Dark Dova, 2012. Pixel art.



Moses and the Girls

I dreamt of the apocalypse last night,

Louie CK was there he was

leaving me to be with HIS family

I hugged him goodbye.

Trying to get to my mom

who was lying in her bed

as old as Betty White

but all alone.

Sisters were there driving

through the floods in Queens

without a GPS, pointing fingers

I was banned from the car.

Waking to a phone call from my

daughter

telling HER dream...

she had sterling silver in her hair

she was Moses walking on water.

Back home...

My inner life is failing: only skin

worn loose

over bones and old pictures swiftly

swirling.

The girl with eyes in her head

is dizzy.  I want to be with them all

and

everything at once... the sisters,

daughters,

nieces, mothers and friends.

I eat a peach and almonds, I fill time

with motion

and circles, zillions of days, colors

brilliant and faded.



I’m a tall tree standing still

the reflection of life

on my leaves

people smile only

when they stop to look

every year a ring for proof

Shimmer

Shake

Drop

And grow again.

Claire Acerno 2014



Back to the Beginning

back to the beginning

it smarts

so foolish

i might even try it

some lives are worth living

Evan Hartzell 2014
Evan Hartzell, Foolish, 2014. Photograph.
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